FAO Pannones ALL LLPs
06.12.2012
Ref Commercial Lien – Statutory Declaration – VOID order by Administrator Foskitt
So-called 'Judge' Foskitt should not be referred to as a Judge... he is acting in the capacity of a court
administrator... and his judgments are only valid if he acts with the consent of both parties.
I have made it plain that I do not consent to judgments by any member of the judiciary acting on
his/her own... and that I will accept only judgments made in accordance with the law...
i.e. a common law court and a jury.
I had already sent to the court a refusal of consent on this matter but it was ignored.
I have submitted a statutory declaration stating it was illegal and unlawful and did not show any
consent in any way.
The so-called 'order' is void... because it represents a denial of due process of law... and of
suspected bias... the Judge being a member of the legal profession... as are Pannones.
Also - I suspect Masonic skulduggery... and I ask for the court administrator to confirm in writing that
he is or isn't a Mason - I ask Pannones if any of their partners are of the Masonic Brotherhood - who
swears allegiance to each other - and not to the delivery of justice.
I ask also... by what authority the administrator sits in judgment... when not under his oath of office.
I ask also if he is representing the Queen... if so, how can that be if the Queen is no longer sovereign.
I ask how the administrator can sit without a jury... & by what authority does he claim to be able to
do so... SHOW ME THE LAW IN RELATION TO THIS!
To educate Pannone's I also state that Magna Carta provides that 'no man shall be imprisoned
without judgment of his peers, in accordance with the law' - and if Court Administrator, ‘Foskitt’
does so - I will be taking out a private criminal prosecution against him... for perverting the course of
justice, kidnap, unlawful imprisonment and I will be seeking compensation of £1,000,000.
I want to settle this matter by resolution but your head of resolution just keeps on issuing threats!!
We intend to publish the debt in failing to negotiate by resolution.
Mike: Clarke

